Abstract. Suppose A is a subvariety of a complex space X and & is a coherent analytic sheaf on X. It is shown that, if the analytic sheaf JifA(^) of local cohomology is coherent for 0r¿v<q, then for Oávái? the local cohomology group HA(X, &) with its natural topology is Hausdorff and hence is a Fréchet space.
Suppose !F is a coherent analytic sheaf on a (not necessarily reduced) complex space X. Denote by Sk{¿F) the subvariety {x e X | codh ^xúk} [4, Satz 5] . For any open subset D of X, denote by Sk{?F\ D) the topological closure of Sk(iF\ D) in X. If A is a subvariety of X, denote by 3tf'%'F) the sheaf defined by the presheaf U\-J>-H^(U,^r), where H%(U,&) is the /c-dimensional cohomology group of U with coefficients in !F and supports in A. If <f>: X -> Y is a holomorphic map of complex spaces, denote by <j>k(^) the kth direct image of J5" under ¡£.
In [6] and [9] the following coherence criterion for sheaves of local cohomology is proved : Theorem 1. Suppose A is a subvariety of a complex space X, q is a nonnegative integer, and^ is a coherent analytic sheaf on X. Let 6: X-A -> X be the inclusion map. Then the following three statements are equivalent:
(i) 6V(&\X-A) is coherent on Xfor O^^q.
(ii) #%&) is coherent on Xfor 0^v^q+l.
(iii) dim/I nSk + q + 1(#r\X-A)<kfork^0. In view of Theorems 1 and 2, it is natural to raise the following questions: If one of the three equivalent statements in Theorem 1 is satisfied and X is Stein, is the algebraic isomorphism H\X-A,F)^Y{X, 6V(F\X-A)) also a topological isomorphism for O^v^q (where T(X, 6V(^\X-A)) as the section module of a coherent analytic sheaf is given the natural Fréchet structure)? Is H9 + 1(X-A, ¡F) a Fréchet space? Some special cases of these questions are considered in [9] . In this paper we give an affirmative answer to the above questions.
Main Theorem. Suppose F is a coherent analytic sheaf on a complex space X and A is a subvariety of X. Suppose 3P\{X, !F) is coherent on Xfor OS^^q. Then (i) Hl{ X, F) is a Fréchet space forO^vúq+l,
(ii) the algebraic isomorphism H¿{X, ¿F) -*■ T(X, 3P\(!F)) is a topological isomorphism for O^v^q, and
The proof of the Main Theorem is obtained by refining the proof of Theorem 1 and keeping track of all the topologies involved there.
In this paper complex spaces are not necessarily reduced and all of them have countable topology. All linear topological spaces are over C and need not be Hausdorff. J9 denotes the structure sheaf of Cn. 
Let a:Z'l-^,F")^HA\X,F') be the natural map. Consider the following commutative diagram: Since Sn_i(â?) = Sr+9-1(F), the general case is reduced to the special case q = n -r.
(b) Suppose q = n -r. By applying the functor Homn(p (-, n0) to a free resolution of Homn(p (F, n@) of length n -r+l and combining it with the natural sheafhomomorphism F -*• Homní) (Homn<!> (F, JS), JS), after shrinking X, we can assume w.l.o.g. that we have the following order-two sequence of coherent analytic sheaves on X which is exact on X-Sn_x{F):
By Hubert Nullstellensatz, there exists a nonnegative integer / such that By (7), we have r(A", Jr)("-r+1),Af2rr(A", Im ^.J c Im ¿.
As a consequence of (2), we obtain T(A", ./)(n-r+2),. We are going to prove (10)fc for -1 ^k^r by induction on k:
Trivially we have (10)_i. Suppose -1 ^k<r and (10) induced by 6, we obtain su © tu, s® t eZi-1(U,F)@ C~2(ßS,F) such that su®tu^s®t, 6(su © tu) =fgu, and 6(s © t) =fg.
Take arbitrarily//! 6 T{X', Jf)lanàh2 e F(X', F)™ + in.By(S),h1sß e B«-\\X,F). Since h^ -> A,*, by (10)fc we have hji^s e B"'1^, F). Hence h^fg e B"-1^, F). (10)fc + 1 is proved. The proposition follows from (10)r. Q.E.D. Proposition 3. Suppose A is a subvariety of a Stein complex space X, q is a nonnegative integer, and F is a coherent analytic sheaf on X such that dim A n Sk+q(F\X-A)<kfor k^O. Then HqA{X, F) is a Fréchet space.
Proof. H%X,F) being a Fréchet space is equivalent to NqA(X, F) = 0. By Theorems 1 and 2, HqA(X,F)xT(X,3fqAF).
Hence, we need only prove that the proposition is true when X is replaced by some arbitrary relatively compact Stein open subset. We can therefore assume the following: 
